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Summary of project
Fungal pathogens pose an overlooked burden with respect to human health and food security.
The Anti-Microbial Resistance problem focuses mainly on bacterial drug resistance, yet fungi are
responsible for ~1.6M deaths/year. Moreover, fungi cause loss of 30% of all food crops.
Immunocompromised patients frequently succumb to fungal infection and cases amongst healthy
individuals are rising. Resistance to the limited set of anti-fungal agents is an increasing problem.
Consequently, the mechanisms by which fungi attain resistance needs investigation to inform the
development of new fungicides.
A key difference from bacteria is that fungal DNA is packaged in nucleosomes/chromatin, a
potential source of additional plasticity. ‘Heterochromatin’, directed by methylation of lysine 9 on
the histone H3 nucleosome subunit, silences the transcription of embedded genes. Fission yeast,
Schizosaccharomyces pombe, will be used as a non-pathogenic fungal model to investigate the
mechanisms by which cells in a population adapt to environmental insults including fungicides.
Our analyses suggest that epigenetic mechanisms trigger stochastic heterochromatin formation
over particular chromosomal regions promoting resistance by silencing underlying genes.
The purpose of this project is to implement single cell approaches to explore and model the
dynamics of gene silencing. Fluorescent Protein reporters will be placed at loci that are prone to
stochastic heterochromatin formation. Microfluidics-aided analyses of individual live cells in a
population will be used to monitor the frequency and persistence of silencing at these loci. To
assess the frequency of stochastic silencing events across the genome Single Cell RNA-seq will be
implemented.
Data generated will allow us to develop mathematical models for silencing dynamics in individual
cells, and within a population, in the presence/absence of various insults, including fungicides.
Models will categorically determine if bet hedging strategies are utilised and the role of epigenetic
mechanisms as “stepping stones” to genetic change and resistance.

